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The Fighting 
Temeraire (1838) 
• J M W Turner 1775-1851

• His “Fighting Temeraire“ was 
voted Britain's "greatest 
painting" in 2005. Turner left it 
to the nation.

• At least 3 different engravings 
were made.

National Gallery (UK) 

J.Willmore (Sc) (1858), YCBA B1977.14.13877

The new £20 note (to be issued 
20th February 2020) celebrates 
his life and this picture.



Ehrenbreitstein
(1835)

https://www.sothebys.com/en/articles/light-landscape-j-m-w-turners-ehrenbreitstein 

Oil painting, 93x123 cm. Sold 
at Sotheby’s 2017 for 
£18,533,750



Ehrenbreitstein (1819-20) 17.7x28.6 cm, W.687, Bury Museum
Value of watercolours ca £500,000 each.

Ehrenbreitstein (1832), W.1051, Bury Museum



Ehrenbreitstein R317a, engraved by John Pye 1828, for the Literary Souvenir



Portrait of J M W Turner in the 
Print Room of The British Museum 
(late 1820s), drawn by J T Smith, 
Lithograph by L Haghe [1830s]



Rawlinson started working on Turner’s 
prints from the 1870s, amassing a 
comprehensive collection.  This was 
dispersed with large parts now in the USA-
Yale and Boston museums.







R317a_etc_hg_hg0574 R317a_epb_cvh_cvh0130

R317a_epc_hg_hg0577 R317a_i_hg_hg1865
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What catalogues are available?

Victoria and Albert Museum has one of the largest collections of Turner’s prints in the UK

http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O604633/ehrenbreitstein-print-turner-joseph-mallord/


The Tate Gallery is the UK designated 
repository for Turner’s art, but has a relatively 
poor holdings of his prints.  

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/turner-
ehrenbreitstein-engraved-by-j-pye-t06135

https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/turner-ehrenbreitstein-engraved-by-j-pye-t06135


The YCBA has the best collection, 
and best curated, of Turner’s prints, 
based on Rawlinson’s collection.
But its listing deals with only its 
internal collection.

https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/vufind/Search/Results?join=AND&lookfor0%5B%5D=&type0%5B%5D=allfields&bool0%5B%5D=AND&lookfor1%5B%5D=ehrenbreitstein&type1%5B%5D=title&bool1%5B%5D=AND&lookfor2%5B%5D=turner+pye&type2%5B%5D=auth_author&bool2%5B%5D=AND&lookfor3%5B%5D=&type3%5B%5D=earliestDate&bool3%5B%5D=AND&lookfor4%5B%5D=&type4%5B%5D=topic&bool4%5B%5D=AND&lookfor5%5B%5D=&type5%5B%5D=geographic&bool5%5B%5D=AND


Probably the best collection in private hands. The owner 
has an enormous amount of knowledge that remains in 
his head until someone asks a question.



A copy of Rawlinson, Engraved work of JMW Turner, annotations by Luke 
Herrmann, the author of Turner’s Prints (1990), not recorded elsewhere.



Ehrenbreitstein R317a, engraved by John Pye 1828, for the Literary Souvenir



How can these un-identified prints be fitted 
into the database of Turner’s prints?
Stages :

1. – discover all the comparative examples

2. – gather them together

3. – compare them

4. – put them into a sequence

5. – slot the un-identified prints into the sequence

6. – establish if they are new to science, or an example of something known

7. – provide a new identification + label

8. – make this new knowledge widely available



1 – Discover the examples, R317a

• UK public collections - There are 2 in the British Museum, 5 in the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, 3 in the Tate Gallery

• USA public collections – 4 in the Yale Collection of British Art (YCBA)

• UK private collections – 3 collections investigated: 5, 8 and 2 
examples.

• If there are publicly available pictures, they are mostly thumbnails. 
And specially taken photographs (at considerable cost) have poor 
resolution. Only the YCBA website shows enough detail, ca 450 dpi, to 
distinguish between differing examples, but individual engraved lines 
are not clear.  

https://collections.britishart.yale.edu/zoom/index.html?image=0925c7bc-9e33-4a31-9e18-7aeebbded2fd&credit=John%20Pye,%201782%E2%80%931874,%20British,%20Ehrenbreitstein,%201828,%20Line%20engraving,%20engraver&#039;s%20proof%20on%20moderately%20thick,%20slightly%20textured,%20beige,%20wove%20paper,%20Yale%20Center%20for%20British%20Art,%20Paul%20Mellon%20Collection


2 – Gather them together

• It is not possible to borrow from the institutions and bring the 
examples together. But these usually hold the best examples.

• Private collectors are more accommodating, so it is possible to bring 
these pieces of paper into a room and lay them out for comparison –
which is what Rawlinson did 100 years ago.

• So “gathering” a full selection of the physical impressions does not 
work.



2 – Gather them together - Virtually

• The first stage is an online catalogue. Anja Le Blanc of our local IT 
Research support led and did most of the work I am describing.

• This catalogue provides us with the ability to add data and images 
without limit. As techniques to use graphics online improve, there is 
no restriction on the details that can be transmitted and displayed.  
The limit is now our ability to capture the detail.

• The current size of the (off-line) image data base is ca 2.4 TB. A 
tentative target size is 4 TB.  Most of these are of items in private 
collections, scanned at 1200 dpi.

https://studiorum.itservices.manchester.ac.uk/catalogue/
https://studiorum.itservices.manchester.ac.uk/r317acvh0127bw-and-r317acvh0128bw/


3 – Compare them

• Anja Le Blanc went further.  She developed a Python program that 
made a comparison between two similar impressions. 

• The lines added to the left image are red, the blue ones removed.

• So we can now demonstrate, quantitatively, the difference (or not) 
between two impressions.

• More than that, the scanning resolution now available allows us to 
compare detail.

https://studiorum.itservices.manchester.ac.uk/


3 – Compare the detail

• In the C19th, an engraver went through a number of delicate stages
• etc – etching. a metal plate was etched to provide the base structure
• epa – engraver’s proof (a). fine details were carved into the metal, using a 

graver
• epb – using a pencil, Turner marked an impression with changes
• epc – the image was finalised
• i – first published state. publication data (artists’ names etc) were added to 

the plate
• ii – the plate was used to print cheaper editions, and repaired when worn 

out
• - Then the paper reacted to 150 years of changes and neglect.



etc epa epb

epc i ii



4-7 - Put them into a sequence …

• So the sequence derived from Rawlinson’s text in the previous slide is 
wrong.

• The order of these impressions should be etc, epb, epa, epc, i, ii. 
These results have been published. 

• This prompted research into the historical records.

• According to the publisher’s accounts, the book sold 12,000 copies so 
the plate became worn and had to be repaired by re-engraving.

• Surprisingly few of these copies are now available, and books do not 
lend themselves to scanning at high resolution.



The next stages
non-standard formats

R317a ii  (image at 3600 dpi)



R631 75x75 mm

R662 281x387 mm



Conclusions

• J M W Turner is important – he is still influencing life and art in the 
world.

• There is much to capture and share, about this art: its transmission, 
appropriation, the contribution of engravers, publishers, critics.

• Technical details about capture and sharing are still developing and 
are being tested in this website.

• The lessons learned from examining the effect of this major, complex, 
entrepreneurial, artist can be applied to other artists and the material 
world.


